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he Programme d’accueil
(Host Program) of the
Centre francophone de
Toronto has been offering
Conversation Circles with a

French twist. The Circles – or Cercles
– provide an environment wherein
newcomers help established Toronto
residents acquire French language
skills, while the newcomers practise
their English.

Once a week, in two different
libraries, French-speaking
newcomers practise speaking
English as they share their
knowledge of French with Toronto
francophiles. We begin each session
by reading our philosophical
mandate, which encourages
participants to take responsibility for
their own learning. It also helps
create a climate of warmth, respect
and mutual support for the whole
group. There’s a new theme each

week, accompanied by a list of
questions in both official languages.
After an icebreaker, we break up into
small groups and, with the help of
volunteer facilitators, converse in
English for one hour and in French
the following hour.  During the
English hour, newcomers practise
speaking, and learn new words and
expressions from the Toronto
residents.  In the following hour roles
are reversed.  In this way everyone
teaches, and everyone learns.  

At the end of each 15-week cycle,
participants gather at the Centre
francophone de Toronto for a potluck
brunch to celebrate and to recognize
our volunteer facilitators.  

The Cercles have been very
popular with newcomers and
longtime Torontonians alike.  We
were very fortunate to benefit from
the collaboration of Culturelink who
shared best practices,  and the

Toronto Public Library, particularly
Céline Marcoux-Hamade, who helped
us access and navigate its services
effectively. 

From a Host Program point of
view, this activity has accomplished a
lot.  It has become a community
building exercise that has provided
newcomers with an opportunity to
meet established Torontonians on an
equal footing and to learn, network,
make friends and begin sowing the
seeds of  a rewarding match.  
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EVERYONE TEACHES, EVERYONE LEARNS 
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By Marisa Gelfusa, HOST Coordinator,  Centre francophone de Toronto



his is the voice of one
Russian woman who
came to Canada in
September 2005 as a
Government Assisted

Refugee. Every year, over 7,000
Government Assisted Refugees are
destined to various parts of Canada
from overseas where they have
been selected for settlement.

Government Assisted Refugees
(GARs) arrive in Canada worn out
from their long trip and confused
about their present circumstances.
They are unsure about their future,
most do not speak English, and
many are starting from scratch.
Some have heard of great

opportunities in Canada, and often
come believing that Canada will
welcome them with open arms.  

There are many factors used in
selecting Government Assisted
Refugees, including the need for
protection and resettlement rather
than the ability to resettle. In Ontario,
Kitchener, Windsor, Hamilton,
London, Ottawa and Toronto are GAR
destinations. After being housed
temporarily at the COSTI Reception
Centre, Toronto-based GARs move to
their permanent residences. The
Resettlement Assistance Program
(RAP) provides income support.
GARs are eligible for up to one year
of financial assistance, an amount
guided by provincial social
assistance rates. 

PILOT PROJECT
The Toronto YMCA's pilot project
for case managing GARs began in
August 2005 and is due to conclude
early in 2007. All intake
assessments took place at COSTI
Reception Centre during the
refugees’ initial two weeks of

residence. The pilot has involved 70
individuals whose backgrounds
vary greatly across needs
(language, medical, etc.), urban vs.
rural (refugee camp experience),
family composition, and country of
origin.  

GOVERNMENT ASSISTED REFUGEES (GARS)
ARRIVE IN CANADA WORN OUT FROM THEIR
LONG TRIP AND CONFUSED ABOUT THEIR PRESENT
CIRCUMSTANCES.   

T

By Ugur Ayman, GAR Project Case Manager, YMCA Newcomer Information Center

CLIENT-CENTRED CASE MANAGEMENT;
TORONTO YMCA RUNS PILOT PROJECT FOR GOVERNMENT-ASSISTED REFUGEES
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“FOUR OF MY TEETH WERE PULLED OUT IN RUSSIA. MY FRIENDS TOLD ME THAT DENTISTS ARE FREE IN
CANADA, SO I AM GOING TO HAVE NEW TEETH HERE. ALMOST EVERYTHING IS FREE HERE, ISN’T IT? SCHOOLS,
EDUCATION, DOCTORS...AND THEY ARE GOOD…”



The pilot project’s goals are
multiple: to develop a detailed case
management model that best
meets the needs of government-
assisted refugees; to identify their
settlement needs; to access
community resources; and to meet
their settlement goals while
assisting them throughout the 12
months after arrival in Canada.  

YMCA’s case management uses
a model of change as the basis for
programming.  to this particular
change model1 , people behave in a
way that makes sense within their
own world-view. This model
focuses on the individual’s decision
making, and is designed to develop
interventions that are matched to
the specific needs of the individual.
The pilot project supports clients
as they make their own choices
and take responsibility for their
actions. Client-centered case
management is delivered, and each
client’s unique needs (ethnicity,
language, age, gender, etc.) are
acknowledged and responded to
appropriately.  

The core components of the
case management model are
applied to the pilot project, with a
few exceptions. For example, it was
not feasible to have one-on-one
case management for GAR clients
because of the clients’ lack of

financial resources.  
Instead, we sought other ways

of approaching case management.
These included monthly gatherings
at the YMCA where GARs worked in
small groups with others who
shared their language as well as
an interpreter. During the
gatherings, participants discussed
topics such as employment,
settlement, housing, and health.
Feedback from these sessions was
very positive, and the benefits were
many.  Participants cited the ability
to network with people who speak
their language, the one-stop
service at the YMCA (which also
offers a Newcomers Information
Centre for GARs), information and
referrals, and making new friends.
Other case management methods
included surveys, written
communications (translated into
recipients’ first language) and
telephone contact. 

The project expects to
document gaps in services within
the GAR community, to identify the
top five goals achieved, and to
report final recommendations. The
goal of this case management
model is to empower GARs
towards self-sufficiency by actively
involving them in exploring options,
identifying what they can achieve,
and supporting them in decision-

making as they re-create their lives
in this country. The following
months will be a good indicator for
this objective.

1 Prochaska and Diclemente`s
Transtheoretical Model of Change.

WE SOUGHT OTHER
WAYS OF APPROACHING
CASE MANAGEMENT.
THESE INCLUDED
MONTHLY GATHERINGS
AT THE YMCA WHERE GARS
WORKED IN SMALL GROUPS
WITH OTHERS WHO SHARED
THEIR LANGUAGE AS WELL AS
AN INTERPRETER. DURING THE
GATHERINGS, PARTICIPANTS
DISCUSSED TOPICS SUCH AS
EMPLOYMENT, SETTLEMENT,
HOUSING,AND HEALTH.
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The top country served in this project was Afghanistan (25%),
making Dari/Pashtu the top language served. The top five
needs of GARs were settlement information, followed by
LINC/ESL, employment, documentation, and education/
training respectively. Out of 186 people involved in the case
management project, 61.7% of GARs were 35 years and
under, while the oldest was 64 years old. Thirty seven percent
of GARs served have a grade 8 or less education level, while
11.4% have a university or college diploma

 



MAKING CONNECTIONS
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OTTAWA – Immigrants give larger
donations, on average, than the
Canadian-born population but they
are slightly less likely to volunteer
their time than people born in
Canada, according to research done
by the Canadian Council on Social
Development (CCSD). 

Making Connections: Social and
Civic Engagement among New
Canadians also shows that the rate
of volunteering is increasing,
particularly among recent
immigrants.

"Despite a variety of barriers,
including economic insecurity, many
new Canadians are connecting with
their communities and making a
difference," says Katherine Scott,
CCSD vice president of research and
co-author of the report.
"Immigrants donated more than 98
million hours of volunteer time in
2000. That is equivalent to 50,000
full-time jobs."

The study was undertaken to
find out how immigrants fare along
a number of indicators, including
their level of engagement in the
social, economic, and political
activities of their cultural
communities and the broader
community at large. The study
examines different measures of
social and civic engagement among
the immigrant population, including
activities like volunteering, voting,
donating to charities and joining
groups. In the report, social and
civic engagement is broadly defined
as “the active connections

between people that foster mutual
respect and facilitate cooperative
action.”

The study found the highest rate
of volunteering among immigrants
in Atlantic Canada (35%), followed
by those in the Prairies (34%) and
British Columbia (30%). Just over
one-quarter of Ontario immigrants
(28%) and 24% of immigrants in
Québec volunteered their time in
2003. The participation rate in
Québec was approximately the
same for both immigrants and non-
immigrants. 

"We found that overall,
immigrants were motivated by the
same sorts of things as Canadian-
born volunteers – in particular, the
feeling of personal connection to a
cause or organization," says Scott.
Personal connection to a cause was
particularly important among
established immigrants. 

"Many new Canadians also see
volunteering as a way to use their
skills and experience and they hope
that it will lead to a job," says Scott.
"But the reality is that many new
immigrants experience significant
economic barriers. Those who
would most benefit from

participation in civic activities are
those who are the most
marginalized. That has major
implications for the health and
vitality of both the individuals and
Canadian communities."

The report was a joint effort
between the Canadian Council on
Social Development (CCSD) and the
Centre for Applied Social Research
at Carleton University. It was made
possible with the financial support 

THE STUDY EXAMINES DIFFERENT MEASURES
OF SOCIAL AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMONG
THE IMMIGRANT POPULATION, INCLUDING
ACTIVITIES LIKE VOLUNTEERING, VOTING, DONATING TO
CHARITIES AND JOINING GROUPS.    
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of the Citizenship Participation
Directorate at the Department of
Canadian Heritage. Authors
Katherine Scott of the CCSD, and
Kevin Selbee and Paul Reed of
Carleton University collaborated to
generate Making Connections.

The full report of Making
Connections: Social and Civic
Engagement among Canadian
Immigrants is available on the
CCSD website at www.ccsd.ca,
along with fact sheets and other
materials.
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Membership, by type of organization, 2000
Immigrant and Canadian-born individuals aged 15 and older

Immigrant Canadian-born

Religious 19 12
Work-related (unions, professional assoc.) 17 22
Sports or recreation 12 19
Cultural, educational or hobby 9 10
Neighbourhood or community 8 10
Fraternal or service club 6 8
Political 3 4
Other 2 2

Source: Calculations by the Canadian Council on Social Development using data from the National Survey of
Giving, Volunteering and Participating, 2000.

Reasons for volunteering, 2000

Helping a cause in which you believe 93 95
Use your skills and experiences 76 82
Personally affected by cause organization supports 67 69
Explore your own strengths 54 58
Fulfill your religious obligations 35 25
Because your friends volunteer 28 30
Improve your job opportunities 17 24
Required to volunteer by school * 8
* Results suppressed due to small sample size.

Source: Calculations by the Canadian Council on Social Development using data from the National Survey of
Giving, Volunteering and Participating, 2000.
Immigrant and Canadian-born volunteers aged 15 and older

TESL ONTARIO’S

34TH
ANNUAL CONFERENCE

NOVEMBER 16TH-18TH, 2006   HOLIDAY INN ON KING, 370 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

For more information visit our web site www.teslontario.org. Registration will start on October 9th.  

 



LEARNING ENGLISH AT HOME:
FACTS AND FINDINGS

he CIC Directorate of
Settlement and
Intergovernmental Affairs,
Ontario Region, funded
Poweranalysis in 2005-06 to

conduct an evaluation of the LINC
Homestudy program. The evaluation
has now been completed.  It has
provided a number of valuable
comparisons with regular classroom
LINC courses, insights into the
advantages of each delivery model,
and recommendations for improving
the Homestudy program. 

The program originated in 1995
as a pilot project in the region of
Halton with six students and
volunteer tutors. In 1997, following
the completion of the pilot phase, the
project was expanded to 50 students
in Halton. Later that year, another 50
students from the region of Peel
enrolled in the program. 

By 2002, LINC Homestudy was
available in both online and
correspondence versions. The online
courses were technologically
enhanced in 2003 and expanded to 14
geographical areas in Ontario
(Halton/Peel, Barrie, Cornwall,
Durham, Hamilton, Kingston,
Kitchener, London/Sarnia, Niagara,
Ottawa, Peterborough, Sudbury,
Thunder Bay, Windsor and York).
Currently, there are over 400 students
enrolled in the Homestudy program,
and almost half of them are taking
courses online.   

The Homestudy evaluation has
found that most students enrolled in
these courses prefer the distance
studies model of education because
they cannot attend regular LINC
classes due to work or family

commitments. 
The two modes of delivery -

correspondence and online - use the
same curriculum. The difference is
that the online version has additional
technological resources, including
web conferences, an internet
dictionary and a dialogue option that
helps develop listening and speaking
skills.  A unique feature of the
program is a weekly conversation
between the teacher and student,
which most learners consider the
most helpful aspect of this particular
distance studies learning model.    

Comparing the Homestudy
program with regular LINC classes
reveals that the typical classroom
student progresses slightly faster
than the Homestudy learner through
the benchmarks for listening,
speaking, reading and writing. Thus,
there seems to be an advantage in
attending LINC classes. At the same
time, the advantages of classroom
learning over homestudy are
surprisingly small, given that
classroom learners spend about four
times more time per week in a
classroom than their Homestudy
counterparts. 

A cost comparison of the
Homestudy correspondence and
online delivery models shows that the
online version of the program is the
less expensive of the two. Moreover,
e-learning, which has clear
advantages over print-based
correspondence courses, offers a
stimulating learning environment that
simulates interaction in a real
classroom. 

The program coordinator of the
Homestudy program, Subhadra

Ramachandran, sums up the
unequivocal benefit of investing in
new technologies: “As new
technologies emerge, it will be
important to look at how these tools
can be used to deliver web-based
language training, or any other job
skills training, either as independent
study units, or through blended
models of learning, including teacher
facilitation. We are hoping that the
system can remain current not only
from a technological point of view, but
also from the perspective of
enhanced content.”  

T
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CURRENTLY, THERE
ARE OVER 400
STUDENTS ENROLLED
IN THE HOMESTUDY
PROGRAM, AND
ALMOST HALF OF THEM ARE
TAKING COURSES ONLINE.  
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The first-ever Canada-Ontario
Immigration Agreement was signed
in November 2005. The Agreement
signals a new era of federal-
provincial collaboration in the
integration of newcomers to Ontario.
Over the next five years, Citizenship
and Immigration Canada (CIC) will
invest $920 million in new funding
(subject to Parliamentary
appropriations) for settlement and
language training programs and
services in Ontario. To guide this
investment, the federal and provincial
governments will develop joint
settlement and language training
strategies as outlined in Annexes D
and E of the Agreement. The overall
goal of these strategies is to support
the successful social and economic
integration of immigrants in Ontario. 

The Governments of Canada and
Ontario cannot achieve this goal
without help from the many stake-
holders in the settlement and
language training sectors.  A
consultation process which began in
late June, is now ongoing  and will be
seeking your ideas and experience to
identify service gaps and optimal
ways of delivering and measuring the
effectiveness of integration services.

WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
CONSULTATION?
The purpose of the consultation is to
obtain information from: 
> newcomers with a range of

backgrounds and experience
> organizations that engage with and

provide services to newcomers 

The consultation will seek
information on: 

> Outcomes that immigrants hope
to achieve during the integration
process 

> Unmet needs of newcomers and
gaps in settlement and adult
language assessment and
training services

> Optimal ways of delivering,
funding and measuring the
success of such services

> New delivery models, focusing on
coordination of services 

WHAT IS THE CONSULTATION
PROCESS?
Interquest Consulting of Ottawa was
selected through an RFP process to
deliver the consultations.  Proposals
were reviewed by a team including
federal, provincial and municipal
officials. 

The consultation will involve two
stages:
> An initial stage of consultations

in a number of communities with
both newcomers and
organizations that engage with
newcomers and/or provide
settlement and language
training services.

> A brief second stage at one or
more multi-sector tables in
order to validate input identified
from all sources in the first stage
and to discuss potential
strategies on planning, funding,
delivery, coordination, and
evaluation in light of the
emerging themes.     

Focus groups will be the primary
methodology used to seek input
from both organizations and
newcomers. 

WHO ARE WE CONSULTING?
We are seeking input from a broad
range of stakeholders including
newcomers, settlement agencies,
language trainers and assessors
(e.g. school boards, community
colleges, community agencies), and
funders  (e.g. United Way).  We are
also interested in mainstream
organizations whose clients include
newcomers, such as community
health and recreation centres,
libraries, and youth drop-in centres.
In the consultations, we aim to be as
inclusive as possible by involving
youth, seniors, women,
francophones, refugees, and
immigrants destined for the
workforce or entrepreneurship.

continued on page 8

CANADA-ONTARIO IMMIGRATION AGREEMENT
CONSULTATIONS SEEKING INPUT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SETTLEMENT AND LANGUAGE
TRAINING STRATEGIES



The Newcomer Outreach Program
is designed to inform new
immigrants about the services
offered by the Toronto Police
Service, and to help people feel
more comfortable accessing those
services.  It also provides
information about individuals’
rights and responsibilities and
what to expect when dealing with
the police.

The Guide to Police Services in
Toronto and companion DVD are
available in English, Cantonese,
Mandarin and Spanish and will be
available in Punjabi, Tamil,
Portuguese and Vietnamese, with
other languages to follow. To help
facilitate discussion about the
information contained in the
pamphlet and DVD, a series of
lesson plans has been created.
Lesson plans review the
information in the DVD, and provide
questions that may lead to
discussions about police and

policing in Toronto.
The Newcomer Outreach

Program is just one of the
approaches the Toronto Police
Service is developing to ensure
police service is delivered
effectively to Toronto’s diverse
communities. The Toronto Police
Service has many pamphlets about
crime prevention and personal
safety that have been translated
into a number of languages.  

All of this information can be
accessed through the Toronto
Police Service website at
www.TorontoPolice.on.ca by
clicking on the “Newcomer
Outreach” link. If you have any
questions or comments, please
visit the website
www.TorontoPolice.on.ca, email
communityliaison@torontopolice.on
.ca or call the Community
Mobilization Unit at 416-808-7070.
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TORONTO POLICE SERVICE OFFERS
NEWCOMER OUTREACH PROGRAM

WHERE ARE WE CONSULTING?
Face-to-face consultations will
take place in the GTA, Ottawa,
Sudbury, Kitchener-Waterloo,
Niagara, Hamilton and
Peterborough. These communities
represent the range of large,
medium and smaller centres in
Ontario.  A more detailed outline of
the consultation locations has been
posted on www.settlement.org.

WHEN ARE WE CONSULTING?
The consultations  began at the end
of June and will be completed by
late summer. 

Since the Canada-Ontario
Immigration  Agreement binds us to
certain timelines, and in order to
facilitate  planning,  the
consultations will be held during a
short time period. This will mean
that the focus groups will seek
participants through invitation only. 

AFTER THE CONSULTATION
A report on the results of the
consultation will be provided by
InterQuest and posted on
settlement.org in September.

We look forward to your
participation in this important
consultation, which will help us
improve the effectiveness of
settlement and integration
programs in Ontario.

CANADA-ONTARIO IMMIGRATION AGREEMENT continued from page 7

The Newcomer Outreach
Program includes the following
resources:
> Newcomer Outreach Website
> Guide to Police Services in

Toronto Booklet
> Guide to Police Services in

Toronto DVD 
> Lesson Plans 
> Translated Pamphlet List


